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	Name: Addison Barnes/Khe'lan
	Duty Station: Phoenix Base
	Level: 1
	Affiliation: 
	RaceSpecies: Tok'Ra
	OriginBackground: Teacher, Starship
	Name_2: Addison Barnes/Khe'lan
	Duty Station_2: Phoenix Base
	Class_2: Scientist
	Level_2: 1
	RaceSpecies_2: Tok'Ra
	Name_3: Addison Barnes/Khe'lan
	Duty Station_3: Phoenix Base
	Class_3: Scientist
	Level_3: 1
	RaceSpecies_3: Tok'Ra
	Name_4: Addison Barnes/Khe'lan
	Duty Station_4: Phoenix Base
	Class_4: Scientist
	Level_4: 1
	RaceSpecies_4: Tok'Ra
	MP Earned: 
	MP Spent: 
	Strength_Mod: 1
	Dexterity_Mod: 2
	Class: [scientist]
	Constitution_Mod: 1
	Intelligence_Mod: 1
	Charisma: 13
	Wisdom_Mod: 3
	Charisma_Mod: 1
	Strength: 12
	Dexterity: 14
	Constitution: 12
	Intelligence: 13
	Wisdom: 16
	ConstitutionSave: 1
	IntelligenceSave: 3
	WisdomSave: 5
	DexteritySave: 2
	CharismaSave: 1
	StrengthSave: 1
	CharismaSave_Prof: Off
	WisdomSave_Prof: 1
	IntelligenceSave_Prof: 1
	ConstitutionSave_Prof: Off
	DexteritySave_Prof: Off
	StrengthSave_Prof: Off
	SavingThrowModifiers: 
	Survival_Prof: [0.0]
	Stealth_Prof: [0.0]
	SleightOfHand_Prof: [0.0]
	Science_Prof: [1.0]
	Pilot_Prof: [0.0]
	Persuasion_Prof: [0.0]
	Performance_Prof: [0.0]
	Perception_Prof: [0.0]
	Nature_Prof: [1.0]
	Medicine_Prof: [1.0]
	Investigation_Prof: [1.0]
	Intimidation_Prof: [0.0]
	Insight_Prof: [1.0]
	Engineering_Prof: [1.0]
	Deception_Prof: [0.0]
	Culture_Prof: [1.0]
	Athletics_Prof: [0.0]
	AnimalHandling_Prof: [0.0]
	Acrobatics_Prof: [0.0]
	Survival_Ability: [wis]
	Stealth_Ability: [dex]
	SleightOfHand_Ability: [dex]
	Science_Ability: [int]
	Pilot_Ability: [dex]
	Persuasion_Ability: [cha]
	Performance_Ability: [cha]
	Perception_Ability: [wis]
	Nature_Ability: [int]
	Medicine_Ability: [wis]
	Investigation_Ability: [int]
	Intimidation_Ability: [cha]
	Insight_Ability: [wis]
	Engineering_Ability: [int]
	Deception_Ability: [cha]
	Culture_Ability: [wis]
	Athletics_Ability: [str]
	AnimalHandling_Ability: [wis]
	Acrobatics_Ability: [dex]
	Survival: 3
	Stealth: 2
	SleightOfHand: 2
	Science: 3
	Pilot: 2
	Persuasion: 1
	Performance: 1
	Perception: 3
	Nature: 3
	Medicine: 5
	Investigation: 3
	Intimidation: 1
	Insight: 5
	Engineering: 3
	Deception: 1
	Culture: 5
	Athletics: 1
	AnimalHandling: 3
	Acrobatics: 2
	Inspiration: Off
	Armor Class: 16
	Initiative: 3
	Moxie: 1
	PassiveInvestigation: 13
	PassiveInsight: 15
	PassivePerception: 13
	Prof_Bonus: 2
	Actions: 
	0: 
	1: 

	DeathSave_Success: 
	1: Off
	2: Off
	0: Off

	DeathSave_Failure: 
	0: Off
	1: Off
	2: Off

	TempHP: 
	CurrentHP: 18
	MaxHP: 
	HitDice: d8
	Exhaustion: 
	CurrentDetermination: 
	MaxDetermination: +2
	AttackName: 
	0: Shortblade
	1: Thrown Blade
	2: Sidearm
	3: Longarm
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackSpecial: 
	0: finesse
	1: 
	2: Pistol
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackHit: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackDamage: 
	0: 1d4
	1: 1d6
	2: 1d8
	3: 2d6
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackRange: 
	0: 
	1: 5m/30m
	2: 50m/100m
	3: 200m/1800m
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	AttackReload: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 1
	3: 1
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 

	FeaturesTraits: 
	0: EUREKA
Whenever you fail an Intelligence or Wisdom
check during a mission, you gain one Eureka
point. You may have a maximum number of
Eureka points equal to your Intelligence or
Wisdom modifier (whichever is higher). All
unspent Eureka points are lost at the end of
each mission.
Whenever you make an Intelligence or Wisdom
check, you may spend one Eureka point to gain
advantage.

DISCOVERIES
Your careful study of scientific principles and your
chosen field of study allow you to make insights
few others would consider. Choose one Discovery
feat (see page 101) at 1st level and an additional
discovery feat at 3rd level and 5th level.

HYPER-FOCUS
MP Cost: 5
Requirement: Eureka ability
You may spend one Eureka point to add the
tension die to an Intelligence or Wisdom check.
You may declare this use of Eureka after learning
the results of the roll.
	2: STARSHIP
You were raised aboard a vessel that travels the
void of space, giving you the opportunity to
adapt to a variety of environments and to learn
a practical view on the sciences.
Attribute: Dexterity +1
Void Adept: You may use your Wisdom modifier
instead of your Intelligence modifier when making
a Science Check. 

TEACHER
You’ve spent your life honing minds to pursue
knowledge, only to have your limited view of the
universe revealed by the Stargate. Now you’ve
joined the Phoenix Site to learn so that you can
help educate new recruits.
Bonus Proficiency: Insight
Patient Approach: Once per mission, you may
make a Wisdom save instead of another save.
	1: SYNERGISTIC SYMBIOTE
As long as a Tok’ra has a symbiote they may choose
to gain advantage on any mental (Intelligence,
Willpower, Charisma) save. A Tok’ra may use this
ability once per Wisdom modifier (minimum 1),
replenishing the uses during a long rest. If a Tok’ra
is deprived of their symbiote they lose this ability
as their Regeneration ability

REGENERATION
The Tok’ra is healed to full HP during a long rest.
If a Tok’ra is deprived of their symbiote they lose
this ability
	4: 
	5: 

	CharacterImage: 
	Senses: 
	CharacterAppearance: 
	Flaws: 
	Ideals: 
	Personality: 
	AlliesOrganizations: 
	Backstory: Addison Barnes was a well know professor of chemistry and physics in their past life. They were eventually recruited by the Stargate project, which was beyond their wildest dreams. The level of technology and knowledge available was beyond anything they could have imagined. It was the adventure of a thousand lifetimes. Until a mission went wrong. Khe'lan had been a member of the Tok'ra for nearly a millennia. She had been placed upon a Goa'uld Mothership early on and had been passing from host to host, gathering intel and studying the weaknesses of the system lord, Kali. She hadn't set foot on a planet for centuries, growing so accustom to traveling via ship that she'd forgotten the feel of true gravity, of wind, the sight of a sky. It was a thrill and a worry to be recalled to her people so that she could provide intel to their new allies, the Tau'ri. Khe'lan attended what was supposed to be a normal information exchange with an SG team on what was supposed to be a planet unknown to the System Lords. So the ambush by the Jaffa was unexpected, to say the least. Her host was damaged, severely, before she could pass the information on to her contacts. Addison was also damaged in the Jaffa ambush. They'd survive if they made it out, but they doubted it would end well. Addison and Khe'lan both realized that their mutual survival depended on a blending. And both were willing to do whatever it took to survive. Addison thought they'd been on the adventure of a thousand lifetimes, until they saw what a thousand lifetimes could actually look like. Khe'lan could admit that the memories of life on Earth were intriguing. She couldn't wait to experience it herself. She wouldn't be confined to a ship again, if she could help it.
	AdditionalNotes: 
	0: 
	1: 

	WeaponAmmo: 
	0: 2
	1: 2
	2: 
	3: 

	WeaponInfo: 
	0: Beretta M9
	1: FN P90
	2: 
	3: 

	Armor: Bullet Resistant Vest: A vest designed to
disperse the impact of projectiles. This armor
can be concealed and requires a DC 20 Perception
check to spot when worn beneath clothing.
	HelmetShield: 
	BaseKit: Tactical Vest & 3 Uniforms
 MREs (mission duration)
Combat Knife (Shortblade, Tech Level 2)
Personal Tactical Radio
Flashlight
Water Purifier
 Filtration/Radiation Mask
 Multi-tool
Personal Medical Kit
 Extended Climate Protection Clothing
Combat Tent
 Sidearm (Beretta M9) w/2 magazines
Longarm (FN P90 or Mossberg 500) w/2
magazines

	FeaturesTraits3: 
	AdditionalEquipment: 
	0: Research Kit
Containing all the necessary tools for field
research (such as vials, beakers, a burner, portable
microscope, etc.), these kits are invaluable to
the scientist’s mission. Each Research kit must
be designed for one chosen scientific field. The
kit provides the user with advantage on Science
checks with the chosen field. 

Field: 
	1: 
	2: 

	ExtraReloads: 
	PushDragLift: 
	EncumberedWeight: 
	BulkCarried: 
	ProficienciesLanguages: Light Armour
Common Weapons
Side Arms
Explosives
Research Kit
Translator

	Speed: 
	Defenses: 


